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About This Game

Humanity is threatened. A deadly virus is rapidly spreading.
The particular flora of Arcania, a planet once used by humans for space colonization, may help in the creation of a cure. But the

planet has been abandoned ever since working drones turned against humans.
A group of researchers has been sent to this planet to find a solution. You are one of them.

But as you arrived, your spaceship crashed…
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Hack and command mechas

Mechas are wild and are used to living in the storm. You must fight some of them for your survival, but they are often stronger
than you are.

Your best chance of survival is to hack some of those mechas and use them as allies to defeat the others.

Evolve

The more combats you win, the more fragments you earn. They can be used to evolve your mechas' strength and skills. But you
can also find some during exploration.

Your character can also improve its capabilities.

The Storm

The weather is a major threat. You must deal with lightning strikes, tornadoes, and other elements in order to make your way
through the storm. You will be able to activate old installations used to ionize the air and stop the storm within an area.

Thankfully an old abandoned station that sits above the clouds provides good shelter.

The Spaceship

You have access to your spaceship early in the game, but you do not have enough fuel to leave the planet.
It is impossible to land in the storm, but once you have unlocked some weather controllers, you will be able to quickly travel

across the map and save a lot of time.
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Title: Sky Break
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Farsky Interactive
Publisher:
Farsky Interactive
Release Date: 21 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon HD6970, Nvidia GT 750

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Portuguese,Russian
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Love this game. Played many times over on my Mac, bought this version for my PC.. Having read the game brief, the idea of
mixing Minesweeper with a roguelike/dungeon crawler really appealed to me. So far the game has been everything I had hoped
it would be. There's character and equipment upgrades, loads of different loot, random encounters, and a heap of unlockables. It
reminds me of another steam game Hand of Fate which also successfully blended a variety of different genres into a
surprisingly coherent and enjoyable game.

If the idea of the game strikes a chord with you, don't hesitate, you'll likely not regret your purchase.. I would definetly
reccomend this game to Mario, Sonic, Kirby, Yoshi, etc. fans. It's got that good platformer feel and a twist on control. Moving
left and right and just jumping? NOT! This game requires wit as if you have to aim properly to get where you're going. The
other great spot this game has covered; the soundtrack. I listen to that more than I actually play the game. I would give this a
9.5/10.. The game looks nice but this is as far as it goes.

You are not able to do anything except get your flash light out and put on a helmet to go in to the sea. This is very much in pre
Alpha and should not have been added to steam just yet as the game is not playable

You are not able to pick anything up on the island that you start on.

Lucky for me I got this when it was in the sale.

I really hope the developer continues to work on this game as it could have potential.
. I recommend getting this game its really fun and addictive, Its worth the money. Really fun so far. Great 8bit graphics. Perfect
blend of hardcore Roguelike and a RogueLITE.

My only complaint is the terrible song that plays during the first 5 floors.... not sure how a noodly, slow folk sounding song is
supposed to pump me up to fight enemies and such but I usually mute the game until I get passed the first boss and the music
changes.. I think at this point I am tapping out. 10+ hours and it's too grind-ey and annoying. I'll go back in for little bits but
finishing this just feels like a chore. It has such potential, and if you are smarter than me perhaps it won't be as infuriating for
you. Play it for sure it's cute and runs smoothly for me, but it's a commitment if you want to get to the later levels.. i would
really love a tycoon game with thousands of options and tiles and calculation and so on and so on...

but these game is the complete opposite of complex.

i dont like it.. don't buy this crap! you won't be able to play. this DAMN ♥♥♥♥ING securom drm ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥T won't let you
activate and play the game! you'll have to get a pirated copy if you want to play this game.. If you have a fetish for this list of
things:

- Male to female transformation
- Breast Expansion
- Furries (Anthro) [sorry horse humpers]
- Shoddy dialogue
- Falling in love with your male friends once you've become a girl
- and badly drawn art

Then this is the game you should play. The deviantart tier art showcases how little budget went into art production when the
game was heavily funded. It would seem like the developer only kept the artist because either A) The artist is the dev's friend or
B) The artist pretty much did a lot of the art already or C) Both A and B. Most VNs don't need good art to be good but the
artistic value in a fetish/harem VN should at least be more presentable than 7th grade "decent", considering that's exactly what
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this game is. It's a fetish game.

You play as a male who gets turned into a girl. That's a fetish and also delves into the realm of transgender issues, but I'm not
going to talk about that as I am sure this game doesn't even graze that subject, considering this is purely fetish and not social
commentary. Then you can go further into your fetishes becoming weirder things or having body expansions. This game would
be better as a dress-up game as I'm already falling bored of the character interaction and find nothing interesting in the
characters. That could be due to the visual representation of them. Thanks again, art, for being so subpar. It seems like this
could have been written by a young teen and you can notice the attempts of proper grammar leaking through the text as it feels
forced. This is because the developer is French Canadian. I doubt they're a young teen, although fetish art this bad and fetish
writing on Deviantart is generally young teenagers, which is pretty shocking when you think about it.

On transformation it seems most of the characters instantly enjoy and embrace their feminine selves instead of trying to fix the
damage that was done. This can be construed as the characters are all perverts or actually wanted to be females to begin with. I
doubt this is even a plot point of the scientists who created this disaster, as they apparently do not have a clue what's going on.
What I think makes this worse is the fact you get to have male love interests. I can understand embracing your feminine changes
but these characters are almost right into it and ready to be girls. I guess if they wanted meat in them before this would make
sense they'd be instantly okay with it as a girl.

Overall, there are better (and free!) VNs or games in general with fetishes that are more well played out than this game that you
can jerk off too. I still recommend this game. It's a disgusting waste of $25 but if you want to show your friends how much you
love buying them trash and you have the disposable income, you should buy this for them.
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The program is useful if you only use default generator parts and supported dlc parts. But when you import custom parts they
don't catogorize properly, this is a nifty little program but with bugs like that it's hard to use. So until it's fixed a little better i
wouldn't recommend this software. Nice kit guys!!!!

Wish it had two other things though,
- spacey weapons (might have to try the Bunny wabbit's waser) and a
- general wall 'clip' piece to use to cover gaps when joining two warehouses for example.

Awesome work though, thanks!!!. What the ♥♥♥♥ is up with the car handling on this game? Most of the cars feel like they're
always skating on an ice stage. Also using a steering wheel controller on this game makes them slip even more even after setting
the steering sensitivity down. Most of the cars bounce right away even after just a slight bump causing the car to suddenly spin
out of control. Just a slight bump... Even at low speed... Suddenly spinning out of control... Seriously, why the hell is the car
handling ♥♥♥♥ed? If you're looking for a car combat game with better handling and an overall regular car weight feeling then
I'd suggest trying out Gas Guzzlers Extreme. If you'd like to see how a paper car racing on ice feels, then try this garbage..
Arkanoid meets Binding of Isaac, so ♥♥♥♥ing worth it!. great game one of the best. big mistake buying this just getting the
bus to move takes a degree in engineering?! i drove a transit bus for a yr in real and it wasnt nearly as hard as this the devs
should have simplified the controls but clearly they have not intention of doing so
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